Don’t let alcohol get in the way of the celebration ...

• Stay hydrated and well-fed throughout the day
• Know the legal risks of underaged drinking; enforcement is stepped up on Slope Day
• Skip the pregame to reduce mid-day burnout

• Pace and limit the number of alcoholic drinks; stick to the buzz
• Avoid hard alcohol which is the cause of nearly all alcohol emergencies
• Call 911 for help if someone is passed out and unresponsive or vomiting while passed out; alcohol poisoning can be fatal

Cornell’s Good Samaritan Protocol and NY State’s Good Samaritan Law apply on Slope Day.

slopeday.cornell.edu goodsam.cornell.edu
What to Know

RULES: PLAN AHEAD

• **Outside the gates**: open containers of alcohol are prohibited.

• **Not allowed within the gates**: “outside” food or drink, large bags, professional cameras (i.e. cameras with detachable lenses and/or flashes), amplified sound.

• **All attendees are subject to search**: travel light to reduce wait times at gates. Leave bags, purses, and other larger items at home.

• **You can be asked to leave**: Slope Day staff reserves the right to eject attendees or refuse to serve attendees alcohol.

• **No cash on Slope**: purchase alcohol & food tickets online at [cornellconcerts.com](http://cornellconcerts.com) prior to and on Slope Day. BRBs and credit cards ok for food on Slope.

  *NOTE: to purchase a drink bracelet, you need a government-issued ID.*

---

**TIMELINE**

8:30 AM: FREE FOOD until 10:30 AM (Slope Day BreakFest)

11:00 AM: Gates open; SLOPE FEST, games, food service begins

12:00 PM: First MUSIC act; beer tent service begins

4:30 PM: Event ends

---
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